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In recent years the ‘most popular’ verse on the Bible app YouVersion 

(which has been installed by over 455 million ‘unique users’)1 has been 

John 3:16 or Jeremiah 29:11.2 However, following on from the emergence 

of the Covid-19 pandemic, Isaiah 41:10 became the most searched, read, 

and bookmarked verse on YouVersion in 2020.3 This text from Isaiah 

offers Israel (and other distant lands) much-needed consolation, relaying 

God’s message of care for his creation:  

 

So do not fear, for I am with you;  

do not be dismayed for I am your God.  

I will strengthen you and help you;  

I will uphold you with my righteous right hand. 

 

The broader context for this chapter is helpful to remember here. Given 

headings such as “The Helper of Israel” (NIV) or “God’s Assurance to 

Israel” (GNB), Chapter 41 lists examples of the provident care God had 

shown throughout history. However, it not only explores how such care is 

operative in instances of joy and hope; it also highlights the degree to 

which creation is drawn closer to God through experiences of sorrow and 

suffering. War, death, disease, hunger, fear, anxiety, and poverty are some 

of the many sorrows Isaiah 41 catalogues as instances which reveal to us 

the inner-depth dimension of divine mercy and God’s concern for his 

creation. In other words, Chapter 41 does not offer consolation by ignoring 

suffering and pain. Rather, it shows that God is within and beyond it. In 

this way, the Book of Isaiah communicates the unfolding of salvation 
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history, playing a key role in outlining the Judeo-Christian theology of 

consolation as one rooted in God’s promise that he will make ‘all things 

new’ through his ‘redemptive plan for all history’.4 

During our current times it has often been difficult for many to 

reconcile the concept of a provident God with the sufferings and 

uncertainties the pandemic has caused. However, as the most recent 

YouVersion stats remind us, the search for meaning today often brings 

people back to the messages of consolation offered in the Old and New 

Testaments. In this article I propose that the unique understanding of 

consolation (which is cruciform in shape) made available to us in 

Christianity can serve as a way to navigate the burdens we are facing 

today. The pandemic has radically reminded us of the fact of our mortality, 

removing many of the distractions which can keep this existential reality 

at bay. In so doing, it has dispelled the illusion that we are self-sufficient, 

able to make and supply meaning in life solely on our own terms and 

according to our own understanding. While this may cause an 

understandable crisis in our sense of identity it also opens up to us the 

reality of our dependency, our creatureliness, the fact that life is a gift (over 

which we have only so much control). It is precisely at the crossroad (or 

crucible) between providence on the one hand and immense human 

devastation on the other that Christ stands. The Christian theology of 

consolation does not skirt around the issue of suffering. Rather, it enters 

into the depths of the abyss of human misery, finding a renewed sense of 

hope and meaning by seeking out the presence of the risen Christ who 

endured the challenge of the cross, transvaluating its meaning.5 

This is why, as Joseph Ratzinger notes, the believing theologian is 

presented with an important task in our times. This task (which is also a 

challenge) is to communicate that God is, as John Henry Newman puts it 

so helpfully, not a notional construct but rather a living, personal God.6 It 

is only this kind of personal witness and engagement that can reach into, 

meet, and speak to the real issues and difficulties we are facing today. As 

Ratzinger notes, in “The Feeling of Things, the Contemplation of Beauty”, 

the person who believes  

 

in the God who manifested himself, precisely in the altered 

appearance of Christ crucified as love “to the end” (Jn 13,1) […] 

learns that the beauty of truth embraces offence, pain, and even the 
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dark mystery of death, and that this can only be found in accepting 

suffering, not in ignoring it.’7  

One of the crucial challenges (and also opportunities) for theologians and 

theology in the face of the pandemic is to discern and communicate the 

‘beauty of truth’ and the reality of hope to society so as to help us 

remember that loss, fear, and suffering do not have the last word. As 

importantly, the task of Christian theology is also to show that, as with the 

crucifixion, the suffering in our lives can be transformed into a means of 

greater unity with Christ, the wounded healer. If we are to follow the 

conviction of Isaiah and the traditions of the Christian theology of 

redemption, we see that it is precisely in Christ as the wounded healer that 

we find an irreplaceable consolation for our current times.  

Understandably, a wounded healer may sound like a strange 

consolation for us, and an especially counter-cultural one. We live in an 

era of painkillers, sedatives, and a wholly unprecedented level of 

consumable comforts – at least throughout much of the Western world. 

Many of these comforts are gifts but if viewed as ends in themselves they 

can come to distract us from ‘the one thing needful’, in the end. In the face 

of the suffering brought on by the pandemic and related factors, Christ’s 

status as wounder healer is one which especially speaks to the depths of 

our need and the heights of our longing for renewed and fuller life. 

Meditating on the nature of the Christian imagination, Erich Przywara 

proposes that it is in the cruciform vision of the world that Christianity 

offers an access to hope that can withstand human suffering. Indeed, he 

reminds us that the witness of Christian art, throughout church history, 

upholds the cross as a sign of hope, contradicting the various fears we have 

endured throughout the course of history. In this way, he concludes that 

‘the “scandal of the folly of the Cross” [which births resurrection] appears 

as the origin, measure, and defining goal of Christian sacred art’ and of the 

Christian worldview itself.8 Indeed, it is no surprise that much of the 

world’s most profoundly religious art has been forged in the crucible of 

suffering – this is especially true of Christian art or art that engages with 

the Christian message as revealed in Scripture and lived experience. As 

just a few examples, Fyodor Dostoevsky admitted that his novels were a 

‘Hosannah’ spoken out of ‘a furnace of doubt’,9 and Toni Morrison 

proposes, in Mouth Full of Blood, that the deepest, artistic reckoning with 
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reality ‘gains its strength, beauty, and unassailability from biblical or holy 

texts.’10 

Given all this, it is no surprise that during this time of the pandemic 

people have turned to Scripture for consolation and hope. It is theology’s 

task today to help support those searching for meaning in the face of their 

suffering, offering them a horizon of hope that extends beyond the goods 

and limitations of technology, science, and even the most essential of 

material needs. While our need for technology and scientific advance-

ments to curtail the damage and spread of Covid-19 is urgent, the need to 

nourish our souls is just as pressing. As other contributors to this special 

issue discuss, the current crisis reminds us of our fragility, our need for 

human connection in incarnational forms, such as prayer, the arts, face-to-

face encounter, and liturgical forms of worship.  

These observations have been especially put forward in Julián Carrón’s 

recent pastoral open access book, Reawakening Our Humanity: 

Reflections in a Dizzying Time, which focuses on how our current crisis 

reminds us of our creatureliness (especially our mortality), and our need 

for divine mercy (which is the heart of the message of Christian 

consolation). Especially in the Western context, he reminds us that  

 

The situation we are experiencing has made us aware that, for a 

number of years, we have lived, in some sense, as if we were in a 

bubble that protected us from the blows of life. And so, we went 

about our lives distracted, pretending that we could control 

everything. The circumstances, however, spoiled our plans and 

gave us a rude awakening, telling us to take ourselves seriously and 

rethink our situation in life.11  

 

Carrón goes on to contextualize this observation by noting that our 

vulnerability, our creatureliness, is not a new reality but, rather, something 

that illness and suffering return to our attention.12 

 

I wish to conclude this reflection on the task of theology in the time of 

the Covid-19 pandemic by homing in on a key aspect of Carrón’s theology 

of consolation as found in Reawakening Our Humanity. In so doing, we 

will also implicitly return to the message of Isaiah 41, which affirms the 

presence of providence within the suffering of his creation. As noted 

above, one of the central ideas Carrón presents to us for our reflection is 
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the reality of human fragility, and the degree to which this fragility is only 

adequately acknowledged, and then transformed, through an initiation into 

the ‘science of the cross’ (to borrow one of Edith Stein’s most famous 

phrases).13 Specifically, he proposes that the trials of this time encourage 

us to live out the words of the Gospel in a way that is not merely conceptual 

or propositional but lived, felt, and real. He closes his book with the 

observation that embracing the difficulties of this time, and persevering 

through them, enables us to transform our daily lives into acts of faith and 

praise. In so doing, we enter into and share in Paul’s proclamation of faith 

and hope, expressed in Romans 8:35–39, which holds that the trials of the 

Church cannot ‘separate us from the love of Christ’; rather, they draw us 

more deeply into the heart of divine mercy.14 In communicating the 

cruciform pattern of Christian consolation, Christian theologians can make 

an invaluable contribution to our perseverance in these difficult times.  
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